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Abstract: Dense urban areas restrict air movement, causing airflow in urban street canyons to be
much lower than the flow above buildings. Boosting near-ground wind speed can enhance thermal
comfort in warm climates by increasing skin convective heat transfer. We explored the potential of
a wind catcher to direct atmospheric wind into urban street canyons. We arranged scaled-down
models of buildings with a wind catcher prototype in a water channel to simulate flow across
two-dimensional urban street canyons. Velocity profiles were measured with Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeters. Experiments showed that a wind catcher enhances pedestrian-level wind speed in the
target canyon by 2.5 times. The flow enhancement is local to the target canyon with little effect in other
canyons. With reversed flow direction, a “reversed wind catcher” has no effect in the target canyon
but reduces the flow in the immediate downstream canyon. The reversed wind catcher exhibits
a similar blockage effect of a tall building amid an array of lower buildings. Next, we validated
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of all cases with experiments and extended the
study to reveal impacts on three-dimensional ensembles of buildings. A wind catcher with closed
sidewalls enhances maximum pedestrian-level wind speed in three-dimensional canyons by four
times. Our results encourage better designs of wind catchers to increase wind speed in targeted areas.
Keywords: urban street canyon; wind enhancement; architectural intervention; water channel
experiment; CFD simulation; passive ventilation
1. Introduction
In the process of urbanization, natural land covers are replaced with built materials and,
consequently, the land surface roughness is significantly modified [1]. These alterations further
impact the airflow in urban areas, as tall buildings obstruct and separate the wind [2–4] and canyon
vortices are formed in urban street canyons [5–7], often resulting in a low wind speed near the ground
or at the pedestrian level.
The importance of pedestrian-level ventilation in an urban environment is manifold. First,
urban areas are severely subjected to the urban heat island (UHI) phenomena [8–12], which is in part
due to the decreased momentum and heat exchange from the land surface to the atmosphere in the
street canyons [13]. Subsequently, poor pedestrian-level ventilation can exacerbate UHI [5,13] and
exposes urban dwellers to a higher air temperature. This factor, together with the decreased wind
speed at the pedestrian level, cause a significant threat to human thermal comfort in urban areas [14].
Second, building energy consumption is closely tied with the pedestrian-level ventilation and the
canyon air temperature [15]. Accordingly, improving ventilation in street canyons is instrumental
for achieving a low-energy urban design [16]. Lastly, with the increased rate of emissions in urban
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areas, air quality in street canyons and city breathability for urban dwellers are closely tied to the
efficiency of the city to ventilate itself [17–21]. Therefore, it is paramount that we evaluate the methods
of enhancing wind speed in urban street canyons.
The role of urban morphology and architectural elements on urban flow and thermal field is
indisputable. For instance, canyon aspect (height-to-width) ratio has been identified as one of the most
important parameters in categorizing the flow field inside an urban street canyon [5–7]. Additionally,
the drag coefficient and flow field in the urban canopy layer are strongly dominated by the urban
packing density [18,22,23] and the layout of building arrays [24,25]. These studies also demonstrated
that the geometrical inhomogeneity in urban design (e.g., building configurations and variability of
street width) significantly modifies the local ventilation capacity, and Hang et al. [7] showed that
height variability determines the momentum flux as well as the removal of pedestrian-level pollutants
in urban street canyons.
In addition to the street-to-meso scale features of urban morphology, small-scale features of the
street architecture also influence urban airflow [26]. Several studies provided evidence that roof shapes
significantly modify the urban airflow and dispersion [27,28]. Huang et al. [29] demonstrated that
different orientations of wedge-shaped roofs significantly alter the structure of circulation vortices
induced in the canyons. Abohela et al. [30] evaluated the effects of roof shape on above-roof flow
acceleration and found that a vaulted roof produces the largest flow acceleration in an aligned wind
direction, while a dome roof accelerates the flow consistently in all wind directions. Additionally,
Aliabadi et al. [31] showed that an active roof-level roughness design can improve thermal comfort and
air quality in the canyon for specific times of the day. These studies point to the role of architectural
elements on urban ventilation, and draw attention to urban architecture as an adaptation method to
urban environmental concerns.
As architectural elements, wind towers and wind catchers have been prevalent as historical
designs in the Middle East and North Africa [32,33]. They are effective as a passive cooling and natural
ventilation method for the indoor/outdoor interface, although the airflow rate is strongly influenced
by the geometry of the wind catchers and the wind direction [34,35]. In modern architecture, however,
such architectural interventions are uncommon, and their performance in enhancing pedestrian-level
wind speed has not been fully evaluated. We aim to address this gap and study the effect of a wind
catcher on urban ventilation in two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) urban street canyons.
The structure of the paper is illustrated as a flowchart in Figure 1. First, we introduce a simplified
form of a wind catcher as an architectural intervention and present a robust assessment of this element
in a water channel (Sections 2 and 3). The impact of a wind catcher on flow enhancement is compared to
idealized 2D urban street canyons, as well as other architectural elements such as step-up/step-down
canyons. Second, we use the experimental results to evaluate and validate a CFD model (Section 4),
which is then used for visualizing the detailed flow fields. The CFD model is used to extend the
analysis to 3D urban street canyons and improve the design of a wind catcher. Conclusions, limitations,
and future work are discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 1. The flow chart and methodology of the current study.
2. Experimental Setup
A recirculating water channel in the Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory at the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering, National University of Singapore, was used for all experiments.
The sketch in Figure 2 shows the side view of the water channel. The water channel is 15 m long, 0.6 m
tall and 0.6 m wide. High flow velocity at the test section was needed in some of the experiments,
thus a partition made of marine plywood was installed to reduce the effective width from 0.6 m to
0.3 m at the test section. The test section measured 3.6 m long, 0.6 m tall and 0.3 m wide. The models
of buildings spanned across the whole width of the test section, simulating flow across 2D urban street
canyons (“canyons” hereafter), as shown in Figure 3. Flow straighteners made with a combination
of plastic tubes, wire mesh and honeycomb minimize span-wise and vertical velocity components
at the inlet. Two layers of ceramic marbles (0.5 inch or 1.27 cm diameter) accelerate the flow profile
development such that the flow profile is fully developed at the test section. Far downstream of the
water channel, an adjustable floodgate controls the water level. The water is circulated back to the tank
with a pump. The flow rate was controlled by turning the valve and measured by a digital flowmeter.
The maximum flow rate is 50 L/s. Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters, ADV (Vectrino by Nortek AS, Oslo,
Norway), were used throughout the experiments to measure flow velocities. The ADV can measure
all three components (stream-wise, vertical and span-wise) of velocities and velocity fluctuations up
to 200 Hz. The accuracy is ±0.5% of measured value ±1 mm/s. The ADV was mounted on metal
frames with its vertical position adjustable. Although ADV is categorized as an intrusive measurement
device, comparison with Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV, which is non-intrusive) measurements in
Li et al. [36] verifies that our ADV probes did not disrupt the flow. Measurements taken by ADV and
LDV are discussed in detail in Section 3.1.
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Figure 2. Side view of the recirculating water channel with an adjustable floodgate and a control valve
to vary the flow rate and water level. The model blocks are placed at the test section, which is at the
middle of the water channel.
Figure 3. Arrangement of model blocks in the test section to form seven canyons of aspect ratio 1 with
height, H = 12 cm.
Table 1 summarizes four sets of experiments conducted: (i) the reference case, (ii) wind catcher,
(iii) wind catcher in a reversed flow direction, and (iv) step-up and step-down canyons. In case (i),
eight pieces of 12 cm tall × 10 cm wide × 30 cm long wooden blocks were spaced 12 cm apart from
each other to simulate an array of 12 cm × 12 cm canyons of aspect ratio 1, as shown in Figure 3.
For case (ii) and case (iii), the dimension of the scaled-down prototype of the wind catcher is shown
in Figure 4. The fourth canyon, or canyon 4, is the target canyon, for which we aim to enhance the
near-ground flow. Therefore, the wind catcher (and the reversed wind catcher) is installed above
canyon 4. For case (iv), the fifth model block is replaced by a taller block (44% taller) to simulate a
step-up (i.e., taller downwind building) canyon 4 and a step-down (i.e., shorter downwind building)
canyon 5. The Reynolds number, Re, is defined as Re = Ure fH/ν, where Ure f is a reference velocity,
H the canyon height and ν the kinematic viscosity. In all cases, the Reynolds numbers were above
10,000 to achieve fully turbulent regime [37–39]. The water depth was 3.4H for case (i) and 3.8H for
cases (ii)–(iv).
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Figure 4. Photos and the dimensions of the wind catcher prototype.
Table 1. Summary of cases studied in the water channel. Case (i) represents the reference case with
canyons of aspect ratio 1, cases (ii)–(iv) demonstrate the architectural interventions evaluated in this
analysis. The middle-canyon profiles of all cases were measured in canyons 3–6 indicated by the
dashed line shown in case (i) (not shown in cases (ii)–(iv) for clarity).
 Case  Experimental setup 
 i Reference 
 ii 
Wind 
catcher 
 iii 
Reversed 
wind 
catcher 
 iv 
Step-up/ 
step-down 
canyons 
flow direction 
wind catcher 
reversed wind catcher 
step-up
canyon 
step-down
canyon 
3. Experimental Results
This section discusses the experimental results for all four cases in Table 1. All three components
of velocity were measured, but the mean span-wise velocity is zero, so only the mean stream-wise
velocity, u, the mean vertical velocity, w, the stream-wise fluctuation, u′, and the vertical fluctuation,
w′, are plotted. The mean velocities are time-averaged, while the velocity fluctuations are the
root-mean-squared deviations from the mean (i.e., the standard deviation). All velocity components
are normalized by a reference velocity, Ure f . In the literature, Ure f is either taken as the velocity at the
roof level or the free-stream velocity. The velocity at the roof level is conveniently available but is very
sensitive to the uncertainty in measurement position due to a large velocity gradient. On the other
hand, the free-stream velocity remains relatively constant. For example, in a canyon with height H,
the velocity at 0.1H above the roof level (z/H = 1.1, where z is the vertical distance from the ground)
differs by about 50% compared to the velocity at the roof level (z/H = 1.0). In contrast, the difference
between the velocity at z/H = 2 and z/H = 3 is less than 2% [36]. Kastner-Klein et al. [40] and
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Li et al. [36] proposed taking the velocity at z/H = 2 or higher as the reference velocity, since it is less
sensitive to the measurement position. We adopted their recommendation in this study by taking the
free-stream velocity as Ure f .
3.1. Reference Case with Canyons of Aspect Ratio 1
Canyons with a unity aspect ratio (case (i) in Table 1) have been studied extensively in the literature,
both experimentally [36,38,39,41] and numerically [31,42–44]. We repeated the measurements of
this reference case to verify that our experimental setup can reproduce the results in the literature.
We measured the middle-line velocity profiles of canyons 3–6 (indicated as the dashed lines in
Table 1). The measurement frequency was 50 Hz and the measurement period was 60 s. Two separate
sensitivity tests were conducted (one with double measurement frequency and the other with double
measurement period) and verified that 50 Hz and a 60 s measurement period were sufficient. The eddy
turnover time can be estimated as H/Ure f ≈ 0.7 s, where H = 0.12 m and Ure f = 0.17 m/s. Therefore,
the averaging period was about two orders of magnitude larger than the eddy turnover time. The flow
was let to settle for 20 min (>1500 eddy turnover time) to ensure stationary before taking measurements.
To confirm the repeatability of the experimental setup, three sets of measurements were taken on three
separate days. The pump was turned off and the water was allowed to drain off after each set of
measurement, i.e., each set of experiment was a new start by turning on the pump and allowing the
flow to settle for 20 min before measurements. The three runs produced negligibly small run-to-run
standard deviations: 0.001 m/s for the mean velocities and 0.0005 m/s for the velocity fluctuations,
confirming the repeatability of the experimental setup.
The in-canyon profiles of canyons 3–6 are identical. This means that the flow has developed
into the urban roughness flow at canyon 3, in agreement with Brown et al. [41] and Meroney [38].
For this reference case, since the velocity profiles in canyons 3–6 are similar, we plot only the profiles
of canyon 4 in Figure 5. All profiles are normalized by Ure f . The result in Li et al. [36] serves as a
benchmark comparison. This study used Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) and had an Re = 19,000,
while Li et al. [36] used Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) and had an Re = 11,000. The good agreement
between both studies verifies that the ADV in our experiments did not disrupt the flow. In addition,
Li et al. [36] only measured up to z/H = 1.2, and we extended the measurement to z/H = 2.5 to
check at what elevation the flow recovers to the free-stream velocity. Figure 5a shows that at z/H
about 2, the stream-wise velocity approaches the free-stream velocity. Near the ground level, u/Ure f
has a magnitude up to 30% in the negative x-direction. The magnitude of u/Ure f decreases almost
linearly with increasing z/H to zero at the mid-canyon height (z/H = 0.5), then increases to 30%
at the roof level (z/H = 1.0). On the other hand, Figure 5b shows that w/Ure f has a magnitude up
to 10% at the mid-canyon height. Near the ground and above the canyon, w/Ure f are negligible.
For turbulence, Figure 5c,d show that both u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f are the highest near the roof level
and decay with increasing distance from the roof. This is expected, as most turbulence is generated
at the roof level, where the velocity gradient is the highest. Inside the canyon (z/H < 1), u′/Ure f
and w′/Ure f stay relatively constant at about 5%. The mean span-wise velocity (not shown) was zero
throughout, indicating the 2D nature of the flow.
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Figure 5. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 4 measured with Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter (ADV, this study) and Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV, from Li et al. [36]). (a) mean
stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, (c) stream-wise velocity fluctuation, and (d) vertical
velocity fluctuation.
3.2. Canyons with a Wind Catcher
Next, we added a wind catcher above canyon 4, without changing the arrangement of the model
blocks (case (ii) in Table 1). Similar to the reference case, the measurement frequency was 50 Hz and the
measurement period was 60 s. To speed up the measurement process, Ure f was increased by about two
times and, correspondingly, the measurement frequency was doubled to 100 Hz and the measurement
period was halved to 30 s. Both sets of experiments produced similar results, so only the latter (100 Hz
and 30 s measurements) is reported. We are interested in quantifying the effect of the wind catcher in
the target canyon 4, the upstream canyon 3, and the downstream canyons 5 and 6.
Figure 6a shows that u/Ure f is distinctive in canyon 4 compared to the other canyons. First,
u/Ure f in canyon 4 is positive below the mid-canyon height (z/H < 0.5) while the other canyons
have negative u/Ure f . Second, near the ground level, u/Ure f in canyon 4 is about 2.5 times larger
in magnitude compared to the other canyons. Third, u/Ure f approaches zero near z/H = 0.7,
and becomes negative at z/H > 0.7. This suggests a strong counter-clockwise vortex in canyon 4,
with the vortex core located near z/H = 0.7. This is caused by the protrusion of the wind catcher above
the roof level, which induces additional blockage to the flow upstream. Based on the geometry in
Figure 4, the protrusion of the wind catcher is 5.3 cm above the roof level. The canyon height is 12 cm,
so the effective blockage to the flow is 12 cm + 5.3 cm = 17.3 cm. In contrast to a counter-clockwise
vortex in canyon 4, negative u/Ure f below z/H = 0.5 implies that clockwise vortices form in canyons
3, 5, and 6. The normalized vertical velocity, w/Ure f , remains small (<10%) in canyons 3, 5, and 6,
as shown in Figure 6b. Between z/H = 0.7 and z/H = 1.5, canyon 4 has higher negative w/Ure f of up
to 10%, possibly induced by the wake of the wind catcher. Concerning turbulence, Figure 6c,d show
that overall, u′/Ure f is larger than w′/Ure f . Near the ground level (z/H < 0.2), u′/Ure f in canyon 4 is
twice as high compared to the other canyons. Above canyon 4, the maximum u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f
are recorded near z/H = 1.4, which is the protrusion height of the wind catcher. These high velocity
fluctuations travel downstream so canyons 5 and 6 record higher u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f compared to
canyon 3, which is upstream of the wind catcher.
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Figure 6. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles of canyons 3–6 with a wind catcher above canyon
4. (a) mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, (c) stream-wise velocity fluctuation,
and (d) vertical velocity fluctuation.
3.3. Wind Catcher in a Reversed Flow Direction
A wind catcher can be installed with its inlet oriented towards the prevailing wind direction to
maximize the flow enhancement in a canyon. If the wind comes at an opposite direction (e.g., diurnal
wind where the wind changes direction at night), a wind catcher becomes a “reversed wind catcher”,
depicted as case (iii) in Table 1. In this setting, canyon 4 is still the target canyon, as the wind catcher
is nearest to canyon 4. The measurement frequency and period were 100 Hz and 30 s. Figure 7
summarizes the middle-line velocity profiles of canyons 3–6 with a reversed wind catcher. The flow
profiles of canyons 3 and 4 are similar to those in the reference case, showing that the reversed wind
catcher has little effect on the upstream canyon 3 and the target canyon 4. In canyon 5, u/Ure f drops
to nearly zero throughout the canyon. The wake induced by the protrusion of the reversed wind
catcher above the roof level is apparent at canyon 5, as the magnitude of u/Ure f remains small up to
z/H = 1.4. Above z/H = 1.4, u/Ure f increases rapidly to recover to the free-stream velocity. In canyon
6, near-ground u/Ure f recovers to about 20%, slightly lower compared to canyon 4. Concerning
turbulence, Figure 7c,d show that u′/Ure f is larger than w′/Ure f , consistent with all previous cases.
In canyons 3, 4, and 6, both u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f are between 5% and 10%, except near the ground
level, where they decay to zero. Canyon 5 records the smallest u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f at about 2% inside
the canyon.
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Figure 7. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles of canyons 3–6 with a reversed wind catcher above
canyon 4. (a) Mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, (c) stream-wise velocity fluctuation,
and (d) vertical velocity fluctuation.
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3.4. Step-Up/Step-Down Canyons
The wind catcher captures atmospheric wind with an inlet protruding above the roof level,
where the wind speed is higher due to less obstruction to flow. The wind catcher in case (ii) protrudes
5.3 cm above the roof level of a 12 cm tall canyon. Does a taller building with an equivalent height
induce similar flow enhancement effect in canyon 4? We attempt to answer this question by studying
flows across step-up and step-down canyons (case (iv) in Table 1). In this experiment, the fifth building
model was 17.3 cm tall (to match the effective blockage height of the wind catcher in case (ii)), while all
other building models remained at 12 cm tall. Canyon 4 is a step-up canyon, while canyon 5 is a
step-down canyon. The measurement frequency and period were 100 Hz and 30s. Figure 8 summarizes
the experimental results.
Figure 8a shows that canyon 5 records almost zero flow, while canyons 3, 4, and 6 have about
the same u/Ure f profiles inside the canyons. These profiles are similar to the u/Ure f profiles in the
case of a reversed wind catcher in Figure 7a. This means that the tall building obstructs the flow in
a similar fashion as the reversed wind catcher. The profiles of w/Ure f are also comparable across
different canyons, except above canyon 4. Compared to the reversed wind catcher (Figure 7b), Figure
8b shows that w/Ure f above canyon 4 is slightly higher in this case. This may be due to the geometry
of the blockage. In the case with a reversed wind catcher, the flow above canyon 4 has a milder turn
of 30 degrees when it approaches the sloped plate of the reversed wind catcher. In the case with a
tall building downwind of canyon 4, the flow approaching building 5 (the downwind building of
canyon 4) turns 90 degrees to align with the vertical windward wall of building 5. The abrupt turning
of 90 degrees induces a higher w/Ure f compared to a milder turn of 30 degrees in the case with a
reversed wind catcher. Concerning turbulence, Figure 8c,d are similar to Figure 7c,d, further suggesting
that a taller building obstructs the flow similarly to a reversed wind catcher.
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Figure 8. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles of canyons 3–6 with a step-up canyon 4 and a
step-down canyon 5. (a) mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, (c) stream-wise velocity
fluctuation, and (d) vertical velocity fluctuation.
3.5. Comparison between Wind Catcher, Reversed Wind Catcher, and Step-Up/Step-Down Canyons
Figure 9 plots the velocity profiles in canyons 3–6, comparing the three types of architectural
interventions to the reference case with canyons of aspect ratio 1. Since w/Ure f is small near the
ground level, only |u|/Ure f is plotted (the absolute values are taken to ease comparison, since the
reference case has negative u/Ure f near the ground level). To focus on the pedestrian-level wind speed,
the y-axis ranges up to the mid-canyon height at z/H = 0.5 (instead of z/H = 2.5). Figure 9a shows
that none of the three architectural interventions affects near-ground wind speed in the upstream
canyon 3. Figure 9b shows that in the target canyon 4, the reversed wind catcher and the tall building
have no effect, while the wind catcher enhances near-ground wind speed by more than 2.5 times.
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Figure 9c shows that the tall building and the reversed wind catcher reduce the flow to nearly zero in
the downstream canyon 5, while the wind catcher has negligible effect. Lastly, Figure 9d shows that in
the further downstream canyon 6, all cases have about the same near-ground wind speed, except the
case with a reversed wind catcher, which has a slightly lower speed.
In summary, the wind catcher is shown to be effective in channeling atmospheric wind into a
target canyon. A reversed wind catcher does not enhance flow in the target canyon and reduces flows
into downstream canyons. This drawback of wind speed reduction in an unfavorable wind direction
can be overcome with improved designs such as incorporating a rotatable inlet. Similar to a reversed
wind catcher, a tall building amid an array of lower buildings does not enhance flow in the target
canyon and reduces flow in the immediate downstream canyon.
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Figure 9. Normalized (absolute) stream-wise velocity comparing the cases with a wind catcher,
a reversed wind catcher, and step-up/step-down canyons with reference to canyons of aspect ratio 1 in:
(a) canyon 3, (b) canyon 4, (c) canyon 5, and (d) canyon 6.
4. CFD Simulations
We repeated the studies of all experimental cases with CFD simulations. Both the experimental
and computational approaches have their strengths and weaknesses [45,46]. We could not perform
flow visualization with our experimental setup because the partition walls were not transparent.
A validated CFD model serves as a valuable tool to complement this drawback of experiment, as the
CFD result can reveal the holistic flow fields. We also need CFD simulations to study the flow across a
real-scale built environment, since full-scale building models will not fit even in the largest wind tunnel
and water channel. We conducted CFD simulations at both the experimental scale (i.e., reduced scale)
and full scale to justify the scale reduction in our water channel experiments.
4.1. Numerical Model
We used ANSYS DesignModeler (Release 17.2) for geometrical modelling and ANSYS Meshing
(ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) [47] for mesh generation. The CFD domain had similar
geometrical dimensions as the experimental setup, except the span-wise length was reduced to
H with a periodic boundary condition in the span-wise direction to reduce the total number of grids
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[31,48–50]. The top face had a symmetric boundary condition. The domain height was 3.4H or 3.8H,
which corresponded to the water depth in the experiments. A sensitivity study with 10H domain
height showed that the mean stream-wise velocity was smaller for 1 < z/H < 2, but had no effect
in the canyon (z/H < 1). The inlet, located 4H from the first model block, was prescribed with the
velocity profile measured in the experiments at the same location. The outlet, located 15H from the
last block [51], had a zero-gradient boundary condition. All walls including the bottom had a no-slip
boundary condition. In the experiments, all model blocks were coated with epoxy, which smoothed
the surfaces and all walls in the CFD domain were set to be smooth. Figure 10 shows an example of
the mesh for the reference case. The model had 2.5 million grids in total. The canyons had a fine mesh
resolution with uniform grid size H/60. The same resolution was maintained above the roof level up
to 1.8H. Above 1.8H, the mesh was coarsened. Similarly, the mesh was coarsened upstream of the first
building and downstream of the last building (not shown). The maximum mesh expansion ratio was
1.2. The span-wise direction had 25 uniform grids.
Figure 10. Side view of the central plane (only the first three canyons shown) and 3D view (only the
first model block shown) of the Computational Fluid Dynamics domain.
The open-source, finite volume solver Open Field Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM),
was adopted for CFD simulations. All simulations were run with OpenFOAM version 3.0.1(OpenCFD
Ltd., Bracknell, UK) [52] in the Linux platform Ubuntu 15.10, (Canonical Ltd., London, UK) in a Dell
Precision Tower 7910 Workstation (Dell Inc., Round Rock, TX, USA) with 48 processors. Up to 46
processors were used for a single run, depending on the number of grids in the mesh. We used the
built-in Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) solver, “simpleFOAM”, which is a steady-state
solver for incompressible turbulent flow with SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations) pressure-velocity coupling and k-e turbulence closure. There are three commonly used k-e
closure schemes: standard k-e, Re-Normalization Group (RNG) k-e, and realizable k-e. Hang et al. [7]
recommends the standard k-e scheme over the RNG k-e scheme, as the former agrees better with
their experimental results. We tested the standard k-e and realizable k-e schemes and found that the
former agrees better with our experimental results. Therefore, the standard k-e was adopted for all our
simulations. Second order Gaussian integration with linear interpolation was used for all gradient
schemes and divergence schemes. All Laplacian schemes were based on Gaussian integration with
linear interpolation and non-orthogonal correction. The standard wall function was employed to
reduce computational cost by allowing a coarser mesh. The tolerance of residuals was set at 10−5 for
all parameters, and iterations were continued until all residuals reach a plateau (do not change with
further iterations) [53]. Post-processing was done with the open-source software ParaView version
5.3.0 (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, NY, USA) [54].
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4.2. Simulation of the Reference Case
We first look at simulation results of the reference case with canyons of aspect ratio 1.
The reduced-scale experiment had a canyon height, H = 12 cm, and a corresponding Reynolds number,
Re = 19,000. In a real-scale built environment, Re is much higher. For example, a 3 m/s wind flow
across a 20 m tall canyon has an Re = 3.8× 106. Such a high Re cannot be achieved in reduced-scale
experiments so we need to use CFD simulations for full-scale studies. Two CFD simulations were
run: one with H = 12 cm with reference velocity, Ure f = 0.52 m/s in water (Re = 62,000); another one
with H = 20 m with Ure f = 3 m/s in air (Re = 3.8× 106) to simulate a real-scale built environment.
In addition, a full-scale simulation with a refined mesh (with twice the resolution in all three directions)
was run to check for mesh independence. Figure 11 compares numerical and experimental results.
Since canyons 3–6 have similar velocity profiles, only the velocity profiles at canyon 4 are plotted.
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Figure 11. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 4 comparing experimental and CFD
results for the reference case. (a) mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, (c) stream-wise
velocity fluctuation, and (d) vertical velocity fluctuation. “Exp-scale” and “Full-scale” are experimental
scale and real scale in a built environment.
Overall, the full-scale CFD simulation produced results similar to the reduced-scale CFD
simulation, verifying that the reduced-scale CFD simulation (and the reduced-scale experiment)
is representative of flows across full-scale built environments. The flow pattern does not change
when increasing Re from 19,000 to 62,000 and further to 3.8 × 106, suggesting that Reynolds
independence is achieved at Re > 10,000 [37–39]. Compared to experimental data, Figure 11a shows
a satisfactory agreement of u/Ure f at both scales. Nevertheless, Figure 11b shows that the CFD
simulations under-predicted w/Ure f at both scales. Figure 11c,d show that above the roof level
(z/H > 1), both u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f agree well with the experiment. Inside the canyon (z/H < 1),
CFD simulations predicted lower turbulence. Note that the k-e turbulence closure scheme produces
isotropic turbulence so u′/Ure f equals w′/Ure f in the CFD simulations. Lastly, refining the mesh
produced similar results, hence mesh independence is achieved. Quantitative evaluations of model
validation and mesh independence are provided in Appendix A.
4.3. Simulations of Cases with Different Types of Architectural Interventions
This section discusses CFD model validation of the cases with the three types of architectural
interventions: a wind catcher, a reversed wind catcher, and step-up/step-down canyons. Figure 12
plots the u/Ure f profiles of canyons 3–6 for the three cases. The experimental results are plotted as
filled circles, while the CFD results are plotted as solid lines. For brevity, only u/Ure f profiles are
plotted (the profiles of w/Ure f , u′/Ure f and w′/Ure f in selected canyons are plotted and discussed later
in this section). All three cases show good agreement between experimental and simulation results.
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Figure 12. CFD model validation with experiments for the cases of (a) wind catcher, (b) reversed wind
catcher, and (c) step-up/step-down canyons.
Similar to the reference case, we conducted CFD simulations at reduced scale (Re in the order
of 104) and full scale (Re in the order of 106). Figure 13 plots the profiles of u/Ure f , w/Ure f , u′/Ure f ,
and w′/Ure f in canyon 4 for the case with a wind catcher. The CFD simulations are able to predict the
trends of both the mean velocities and the velocity fluctuations observed in the experiment. Although
Re differs by two orders of magnitude, the normalized velocity profiles at full scale coincide with the
profiles at experimental scale, justifying that the reduced-scale experiment can reproduce the flow
patterns with a wind catcher in a full-scale built environment. Similarly, Figure 14 plots the velocity
profiles in canyon 5 for the case with a reversed wind catcher at both the experimental scale and full
scale. Note that canyon 5 is selected because the flow profiles in canyon 5 are the most distinctive in
the case with a reversed wind catcher. The CFD simulations are able to predict the trends of both the
mean velocities and the velocity fluctuations observed in the experiment. The velocity profiles for the
case of step-up/step-down canyons are not shown here, as they are quite similar to the profiles in
Figure 14. Quantitative evaluations of model validation are provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 13. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 4 comparing experimental and CFD
results for the case with a wind catcher. (a) mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity,
(c) stream-wise velocity fluctuation, and (d) vertical velocity fluctuation. “Exp-scale” and “Full-scale”
are experimental scale and real scale in a built environment.
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Figure 14. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 5 comparing experimental and CFD
results for the case with a reversed wind catcher. (a) Mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical
velocity, (c) stream-wise velocity fluctuation, and (d) vertical velocity fluctuation. “Exp-scale” and
“Full-scale” are experimental scale and real scale in a built environment.
To visualize the flow patterns in all simulated cases, Figure 15 plots the middle-plane normalized
velocity magnitude (Umag/Ure f ) contours and vectors of canyons 3–6. For the reference case, Figure 15a
shows that all canyons exhibit identical flow fields with a large clockwise-rotating vortex in each
canyon. Each vortex has its core near the center of the canyon. The maximum near-ground velocity is
about 25% of the free-stream velocity.
For the case with a wind catcher, Figure 15b reveals how the wind catcher channels atmospheric
wind into the target canyon 4. Atmospheric wind captured at the inlet increases its momentum while
squeezing through the narrowing channel between the roof and the top plate of the wind catcher.
The high-speed jet exiting the outlet of the wind catcher travels vertically downward and turns into
the stream-wise direction upon impinging the ground, boosting wind speed at the pedestrian level.
This jet then turns again and moves up along the windward wall, before exiting to the atmosphere.
The positively upward flow along the windward wall and the negatively downward flow along the
leeward wall induces a strong counter-clockwise vortex, as opposed to clockwise vortices formed in
canyons 3, 5, and 6. The cores of the vortices in canyon 4 and canyon 5 are located at around z/H = 0.7.
For the case with a reversed wind catcher, Figure 15c shows that the flow field in canyon 4 is not
altered by the reversed wind catcher, except near the top right corner, where flow escapes through the
“outlet” of the reversed wind catcher. The reversed wind catcher is installed near the windward wall so
it has little effect on the velocity profiles at the middle line of the canyon. This explains the similarity
between the velocity profiles of canyon 3 and canyon 4 measured in the experiment. The protrusion of
the reversed wind catcher above the roof level induces a horizontally-elongated separation bubble,
which spans above canyon 5. This separation bubble inhibits atmospheric wind from flowing into
canyon 5, causing canyon 5 to be quiescent. Further downstream at canyon 6, part of the atmospheric
flow is able to enter canyon 6, but the velocity magnitude is lower compared to canyon 3.
Lastly, for the case of step-up/step-down canyons, Figure 15d confirms that a tall building exhibits
blockage effects similarly to a reversed wind catcher. The flow fields in canyons 3, 4, and 6 remain
relatively unchanged compared to the reference case. In canyon 5, which is a step-down canyon,
there is almost no flow at the pedestrian level due to blockage of the upstream tall building.
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Figure 15. Normalized velocity magnitude contours and vectors in canyons 3–6 for cases: (a) reference
case, (b) wind catcher, (c) reversed wind catcher, and (d) step-up/step-down canyons. The scale ranges
from 0 to 0.5 (not 1.0) to emphasize the in-canyon flow.
4.4. Wind Catcher in 3D Canyons
All analyses discussed thus far are for 2D canyons. This section extends the study of wind catchers
to 3D canyons with a finite building length. As our water channel has a limited width (30 cm), it is not
suitable to study flow across 3D canyons. The wind tunnel experiment across nine arrays of twelve
rectangular model blocks in Hang et al. [7] was used to validate our CFD model with 3D canyons.
RANS with standard k-e turbulence closure was adopted, with boundary conditions similar to that
described in Section 4.1. Figure 16 compares CFD simulations with experimental results. The RANS
simulation result in Hang et al. [7] is also included for comparison. Note that the CFD model in
Hang et al. [7] employed a symmetric span-wise boundary condition while our CFD model employed
a periodic span-wise boundary condition (we repeated the simulation with a symmetric span-wise
boundary condition and obtained identical results so both boundary conditions are applicable in the
span-wise direction). Overall, Figure 16 shows that both CFD simulations agree well with experiments,
except the location of the peak turbulence kinetic energy. The CFD simulations predicted the peak near
x/B = 0 while the experiment observed the peak near x/B = 4. For x/B > 4, the turbulence kinetic
energy profiles from both CFD and experiment show a decreasing trend. Quantitative evaluations of
model validation are provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 16. Along-street horizontal profiles of (a) velocity magnitude and (b) turbulence kinetic energy
at elevation z/B = 0.5, where B = 30 mm is the building width. The x-axis is normalized by B,
and x/B = 0 corresponds to the first building. Solid lines are from our CFD simulation, both the
experimental data and the dashed-lines CFD are from Hang et al. [7].
Having validated the CFD model with 3D canyons, we simulated flow across wind catchers in
3D canyons, as depicted in Figure 17a. Both the height and the width of the canyons remain at H,
while the span-wise building length is 5H/12, representing narrow buildings commonly found in
urban areas. Both the wind catcher span-wise length and the street width equal 5H/12. As shown
in Figure 17a, we modelled only one array of buildings. To represent an infinite array of buildings,
we employed a periodic/symmetric boundary condition in the span-wise faces of the computational
domain (i.e., the array repeats itself span-wise infinitely). The domain height and length, as well as
the boundary conditions at the inlet, outlet, top, and walls are the same as outlined in Section 4.1.
The canyons had a fine mesh resolution with uniform grid size H/60. The mesh was coarsened
with a mesh expansion ratio (<1.2) at three regions: above 1.8H, upstream of the first building,
and downstream of the last building. The span-wise direction had uniform grid size H/60. Since the
flow across 3D canyons behaves differently than the flow across 2D canyons, a new reference case with
full-scale 3D canyons is simulated. The Re based on H is 2.0× 106. Figure 18 plots the magnitude of
u/Ure f up to the mid-canyon height (z/H = 0.5), as we are interested in the pedestrian-level flows.
In a 3D canyon, near-ground wind speed is small (<10% of the free-stream velocity). Installing a wind
catcher boosts the near-ground wind speed to about 15%. Recall that a wind catcher in a 2D canyon
boosts near-ground wind speed by 2.5 times. This means that the wind catcher is less effective in
terms of pedestrian-level wind speed enhancement in 3D canyons. The velocity contour in Figure 17c
reveals that the wind catcher captures high-speed atmospheric wind via its inlet, but the high-speed
downward jet loses momentum before reaching the ground level. To understand what happens
between the leeward wall and the vertical plate of the wind catcher, we plot the velocity contours
of section A-A in Figure 17e. Note that, in Figure 17e, we plot the magnitude of span-wise velocity,
v, and vertical velocity, w, but exclude the stream-wise velocity, u, to emphasize the span-wise flow.
The magnitudes of v and w are normalized with Ure f . Right below the top plate of the wind catcher
(the white line), part of the flow turns around the side edges of the plate. This flow near the side edges
then either flows upward or turns around further to hit the top surface of the plate. This flow pattern
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is induced by the pressure difference across the top plate of the wind catcher. The top surface of the
plate has a low pressure due to flow separation, while the bottom surface has a high pressure due to
impinging high-speed flow captured at the inlet. This pressure difference drives the span-wise leakage,
analogous to an induced vortex at the wingtip of an airfoil. By sealing the sides of the wind catcher
with sidewalls as shown in Figure 17b (as opposed to no sidewalls in Figure 17a, Figure 18 shows
that near-ground u/Ure f increases to over 30%. The velocity contours in Figure 17d,f confirm that,
by preventing the span-wise leakage with sidewalls, the high-speed jet captured at the inlet of the
wind catcher travels downward with little momentum loss to the span-wise direction until it reaches
the ground. It then turns into both the span-wise and the stream-wise directions. The flow that turns
into the stream-wise direction is observed as the high-speed jet in Figure 18.
Figure 17. (a) Wind catcher and (b) wind catcher with sidewalls. Normalized velocity magnitude
contours and vectors in canyon 4 for (c) wind catcher and (d) wind catcher with sidewalls.
Normalized span-wise and vertical velocity contours and vectors of (e) section A-A and (f) section B-B.
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Figure 18. Comparison of normalized stream-wise velocity magnitude at the middle of canyon 4.
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5. Conclusions
Urban ventilation is a key element in the microclimate of cities, as it alleviates several
major environmental challenges such as air quality, thermal comfort, and urban heat island effect.
Urban morphology and design are the major contributing factors to urban ventilation and should be
taken into great consideration for new development or extensions of cities. In existing urban areas
facing climate challenges, however, alternative solutions are needed. Architectural interventions that
improve the natural ventilation of urban street canyons can be an example of such solutions.
The focus of this study is on the pedestrian-level ventilation in urban environments, and the role
of architectural interventions such as wind catchers was evaluated. The strength of the current study
is the comprehensive approach that (a) combines the experimental measurements with Computational
Fluid Dynamics simulations of flow field with wind catchers, (b) extends the analyses to both 2D and
3D canyons, and (c) further compares the results with step-up/step-down canyons, as a representative
of a tall building with a height equivalent to the wind catcher. The summary of our findings is
as follows:
• We employed water channel measurements over an idealized array of 2D street canyons with an
aspect ratio of 1 and evaluated the addition of a wind catcher in the aligned and reversed direction
of the approaching wind. We found that a wind catcher significantly enhances pedestrian-level
ventilation by increasing the local wind speed by 2.5 times. When installed in a reversed wind
direction, however, the wind catcher acts similarly to a tall building with an equivalent height,
such that the airflow in the downstream canyon is decreased. Therefore, further engineering
analysis is required for the design of wind catchers that adapt to the wind direction.
• Using the validated CFD model, we visualized the flow field in the presence of a wind catcher, and
demonstrated that a counter-clockwise vortex larger than the size of the canyon is formed when
the wind catcher is aligned with the wind direction. This may result in a slight velocity decrease
in the immediate downstream canyon; therefore, it is important that the deployment of wind
catchers in real environments includes a holistic evaluation including the surrounding canyons.
• We extended the CFD simulations to 3D canyons and found that the characteristics of the canyon
vortices are significantly different than in 2D canyons. An improved design of wind catcher with
closed sidewalls enhances maximum near-ground wind speed by four times.
The main limitations of the current study and proposed future work are as follows:
• The cases evaluated here are limited in the representation of urban configuration, where only
a homogeneous urban area with canyons of aspect ratio 1 is examined. Future work should
evaluate the effectiveness of wind catchers in both 2D and 3D canyons with different aspect ratios,
and possibly other building arrangements.
• In the present work, only two wind directions with respect to the wind catcher inlet are considered,
and the effect of wind direction is not fully included. Accordingly, the results of the reversed wind
catcher demonstrate the need for a comprehensive analysis on wind directions that can further
inform an effective design of a wind catcher adaptable to the incoming wind direction.
• Future research should incorporate the structural and economical feasibility analyses for the
installment of wind catchers in existing urban environments.
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Appendix A
CFD model validation should be evaluated in a quantitative way [53]. We adopted two
quantitative performance measures: the fractional bias (FB) and the normalized mean-square error
(NMSE) in Hanna and Chang [55]:
FB = 2(Co − Cp)/(Co + Cp), (A1)
NMSE = (Co − Cp)2/(Co ∗ Cp). (A2)
C can be any variable, subscript o represents observed (or measured), subscript p represents
predicted (or simulated), and the over-bar represents average (the spatial average of the line profiles
in our cases). We calculated FB and NMSE of the line profiles plotted in Figures 11, 13, 14 and 16.
Hanna and Chang [55] suggest |FB| < 0.67 and NMSE < 6 as acceptable criteria for simulations of
urban areas. For the mesh independence study (dashed green line and dotted black line) in Figure 11,
Table A1 shows that all velocity components, except w/Ure f , are well within the acceptable criteria,
confirming that mesh independence is achieved. High values of FB and NMSE for w/Ure f are due
to very small means of w/Ure f , as shown in Figure 11b. Since the means of variables appear in the
denominators, small values of means will amplify FB and NMSE (in fact, both FB and NMSE approach
infinity in the limit of zero means). For CFD model validation, Tables A2–A4 summarize FB and
NMSE comparing simulated results with experimental measurements for the reference case (Figure 11),
the case with a wind catcher (Figure 13), and the case with a reversed wind catcher (Figure 14),
respectively. All three models satisfied the acceptable criteria, except for w/Ure f due to the same
reason discussed above. Lastly, small FB and NMSE in Table A5 show that both the velocity magnitude
and turbulence kinetic energy were well predicted by the model with 3D canyons (Figure 16).
Table A1. Fractional bias (FB) and normalized mean-square error (NMSE) between the simulations
with default mesh and refined mesh for the mesh independence study in Section 4.2.
u/Ure f w/Ure f u′/Ure f w′/Ure f
FB −0.0069 −1.9170 0.0103 0.0103
NMSE 0.0003 679.4798 0.0030 0.0030
Table A2. FB and NMSE between experiment and simulation for the reference case with canyons of
aspect ratio 1 in Section 4.2.
u/Ure f w/Ure f u′/Ure f w′/Ure f
FB 0.0080 −1.3691 −0.3332 −0.0118
NMSE 0.0048 33.4916 0.1712 0.0832
Table A3. FB and NMSE between experiment and simulation for the case with a wind catcher in
Section 4.3.
u/Ure f w/Ure f u′/Ure f w′/Ure f
FB 0.0032 −4.6399 0.0001 0.0001
NMSE 0.0002 −12.4428 0.0012 0.0012
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Table A4. FB and NMSE between experiment and simulation for the case with a reversed wind catcher
in Section 4.3.
u/Ure f w/Ure f u′/Ure f w′/Ure f
FB −0.0145 0.4035 -0.0392 0.3203
NMSE 0.0082 3.7988 0.1221 0.1599
Table A5. FB and NMSE between experiment and simulation for the case with 3D canyons in Section 4.4.
Velocity Magnitude tke
FB 0.0323 0.0642
NMSE 0.0146 0.4109
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